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THEORY OF INTENTIONALITY * by Ronald McIntyre and David Woodruff Smith 1. INTENTIONALITY
Intentionality is a central concept in philosophy of mind and in Husserlâ€™s phenomÂ- enology. Indeed,
Husserl calls intentionality the â€œfundamental property of consciousnessâ€• and the â€œprinciple theme of
phenomenologyâ€•.
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intentionality; while it was from Frege that Husserl derived the conceptual distinctions that he needed to
resolve the theoretical difficulties of Brentanoâ€™s own theory of intentionality. This essay is a critical
examination of how Husserl, in his appropriation of Brentanoâ€™s
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For Husserl, the structure of intentionality can be analyzed into two components: the object as intended by
consciousness ( noema ), and the conscious act that intends the object ( noesis ).
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Edmund Husserlâ€™s Phenomenology: The Principle of Intentionality and the Methods of Reduction Key
Words: presuppositionless philosophy, consciousness, phenomena, intentionality ... Brentanoâ€™s
intentionality principle thus aims at distinguishing the psychical from the physical. Brentano thus initiates a
study on the nature of
Chapter 32 Edmund Husserlâ€™s Phenomenology: The Principle
1 Theory of Intentionality1 Dorion Cairns Edited by Lester Embree, Fred Kersten, and Richard M. Zaner The
â€œtheory of intentionality in Husserlâ€• is roughly the same as phenomenology in Husserl.Intentionality â€“
or, as I prefer to say,
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Edmund Husserl: Intentionality and Intentional Content Edmund Husserl (1859â€”1938) was an influential
thinker of the first half of the twentieth century. His philosophy was heavily influenced by the works of Franz
Brentano and Bernard Bolzano, and was also influenced in various ways by interaction with contemporaries
such as Alexius Meinong, Kasimir Twardowski, and Gottlob Frege.
Husserl, Edmund: Intentionality and Intentional Content
Husserl was a transcendental philosopher of science and philosophy (Kocklemans & Kisiel 1970, Husserl
1980). What this means is that he was primarily interested in the conditions
Phenomenology - What is it - Intentionality Model
Intentionality is a philosophical concept and is defined by the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy as "the
power of minds to be about, to represent, or to stand for, things, properties and states of affairs". The once
obsolete term dates from medieval scholastic philosophy, but in more recent times it has been resurrected by
Franz Brentano and adopted by Edmund Husserl.
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We have noted how distinguishing basic forms of intentionality or content (such as â€œconceptualâ€• and
â€œnon-conceptualâ€•) may be allied (as in Tye) with a broad restriction on phenomenal intentionality:
phenomenal character is confined to a non-conceptual sort of intentionality (or content or representation) that
is found in sensory states (where these would encompass, e.g., both visual perception and imagery).
Consciousness and Intentionality (Stanford Encyclopedia of
To achieve this goal, two concepts have been central to Husserl's internalist interpretation of intentionality:
the concept of a noema (plural noemata) and the concept of epoche (i.e., bracketing) or phenomenological
reduction. By the word â€˜noema,â€™ Husserl refers to the internal structure of mental acts.
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